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This document was created to clarify the house rules in Mercator I. The rules stated in
this document apply to being in Mercator I during or outside of opening hours.
Please do address wrong behaviour from fellow Thalia members, like improper behaviour
or when a member is causing disturbance.

House rules
1. After 6:00 PM, the building is considered closed and can only be accessed by people
with access on their student pass.
2. After 6:00 PM, no students are allowed on the upper floors.
3. After 6:00 PM, no students are allowed in the Mercator I lecture hall, M1.00.28.
4. Reservations of the Mercator I lecture hall, M1.00.28, go through Simone Meeuwsen.
5. Reservations of the Mercator I main hall by students, go through the Thalia board.
The Thalia board will then contact Simone Meeuwsen.
6. Please do not keep the doors of GiPHouse New York, M1.00.12, and the New Devices
Lab, M1.00.13, open. We do not want people to forget to close them when they go
home.
7. The public space on the first floor of Mercator I is a quiet zone where only whispering
is allowed.
8. The free coffee is for iCIS staff and Computing Science Bachelor, Master and Information Science students only.
9. It is not allowed to drink alcohol in Mercator I before 6:00 PM, with the exception
of hosted events in Mercator I.
10. Having a drink in Mercator I after 6:00 PM is no problem, but it is not allowed to
use Mercator I as a place to hang out and drink a lot.
11. It is not allowed to drink liquor in or around Mercator I.
12. Always follow instructions from iCIS staff or potential instructions from the Mercator
committee. Keep in mind that we are guests in Mercator I.
13. Take responsibility for cleaning up after yourself in Mercator I. For example, think of
placing your mugs and tableware in the dishwasher and the disposal of waste, instead
of leaving it on the table.
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